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CONNECT WITH US:

CONTACT US:

MANUFACTURED BY:

Every GeckoGripTM  tray has  been quality 
controlled and tested for quality and 
consistency through the entire manufacturing 
process all the way up to packaging. Our 
attention to quality and excellence is 
guaranteed and backed by a 30-day no 
questions asked money-back guarantee for any 
manufacturer defects.
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large
Model 80104medium

Model 80103

Casted out of food-grade silicone, the GeckoGrip tray series 
is the new, hassle-free solution to organizing and stowing your 
tools and small parts. Whether in the shop or field, the 
GeckoGrip Trays are designed to handle any conditions. 
Available hi-visibility yellow with a built-in carrying handle, 
the GeckoGrip trays are the perfect accessory for any garage, 
service van, shop bay, or warehouse.

 X Clings to almost all cleaned, smooth, flat OR curved surfaces

 X Soft silicone material protects delicate surfaces from scratches

 X Built-in tool rest, ruler and liquid chamber 

 X Heat resistant up to 390 °F +

 X Oil and chemical solvent resistant 

 X Easy to clean —Just use soap and water

Model # 80102 80103 80104

Size Small Medium Large

Tray Dimensions 10.5 L x 5.5 W x 1 H in. 10.5 L x 8 W x 1 H in. 19.75 L x 11.75 W x 1 H in.

Weight 0.75 lbs. 0.90 lbs. 2.25 lbs.

Barcode 816904024789 816904024796 816904024802

Features:

small
Model 80102

STRONG durable trays clings to smooth, 
flat or curved surfaces.

Organize and store 
your tools on a curved 
surface.

Safe to use on warm 
surfaces up to 390°F +

Convenient and Easy to 
carry tools to the job

Clinging Silicone 
Surface is Flexible and 
stays on almost any 
surface.

SCRATCH PROOF trays keep surfaces 
safe while storing tools for any project.

HEAT RESISTANT makes it usable in 
multiple applications ranging from 
automotive service to DIY home projects.

EASY TO CLEAN trays are ideal for any 
application or project*

LIGHTWEIGHT strong silicone material built 
to withstand the toughest of environments.

Specifications:

NOTE: ESCO reserves the right to change, alter, or modify product(s) without notice. This includes but is not limited to 
product: color, design, parts, accessories, etc.

Unlimited Applications:

 X Automotive
 X Service Trucks
 X Aviation
 X DIY/Home Projects
 X Workshop
 X Plumbers/Electricians
 X Home Gardening
 X and More...

3-PACK: S|M|L

2-PACK: S|M

Model 80105
Barcode: 816904024819

Model 80106
Barcode:  816904024840

AVAILABLE
IN KITS!

*use soap and water to clean the trays only. Some materials can stain or discolor 
the trays but will not affect the overall usability of the trays.
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